
  Class-3                      Social studies        Assignment
 Chapter-2        Changes In Neighbourhood And School
Page 10 & 11(Do  Q. A, B, C and D in your textbook. You can refer to the answers given below. 
A.     

    1.(a) United States
    2.(c) Ravish Chopra
    3.(b) 12years old
    4.(c) cousins of Rohan
    5.(c) migration
B.      

  1.Madan Chopra - Grandfather of Rohan
  2.Sonia Chawla - Wife of Rajiv Chopra
  3.Uma Mehra - Wife of Ravish Chopra
  4.Rita and Rohan - Brother and sister
  5.Sanjeev Kapoor - Father of Bobby Kapoor

C. 1.doctor       2.local    3.gender    4.education     5.Burger and pizza



D. 1.true     2.true    3.false    4.true    5.true

(Write down the questions and answers in your copy) 
E. Answer the following questions. 

1.Why did Rohan become happy? 
Ans: Rohan became happy because his father decided to spend rest of his life in United States. 

2.What changes took place in the lifestyle of Rohan in the United States? 
Ans:His lifestyle became western, he started talking in English with his neighbours, he started 
        wearing western clothes and he picked up the habit of eating western food like burger and 
       Pizza. 

3.Has your father ever been transferred to a new place? What problems did you face? If not 
   imagine the problems children face, when they have to shift to a new place. 
Ans:Yes, once my father was transferred. My main problems were to make adjustment with the
       neighbours, school friends and school teachers. 



4.Write about the condition of women in India. 
Ans: The condition of women in India is very poor. She does everything for her family and 
        for the society but she cannot participate in decision making activities. 

5.How can Indian women get equality in the society as well as at their workplace? 
Ans:Spread of education among Indian women can help them to get equality in the society
       as well as at their workplace. 


